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Abstract
Access-Limited Logic (ALL) is a theory of
knowledge representation which formalizes the
access limitations inherent in a network structured knowledge-base. Where a deductive
method such as resolution would retrieve all
assertions that satisfy a given pattern, an
access-limited logic retrieves only those assertions reachable by following an available access
path. The time complexity of inference in ALL
is a polynomial function of the size of the accessible portion of the knowledge-base, rather
than an exponential function of the size of the
entire knowledge-base (as in much past work).
Access-Limited Logic, though incomplete, still
has a well de ned semantics and a weakened
form of completeness, Socratic Completeness,
which guarantees that for any fact which is
a logical consequence of the knowledge-base,
there is a series of preliminary queries and assumptions after which a query of the fact will
succeed.
Algernon implements Access-Limited Logic.
Algernon is important in testing the claims
that common-sense knowledge can be encoded cleanly using access paths, and that
in common-sense reasoning the preliminary
queries and assumptions can generally be determined from domain knowledge. In this paper we overview the principles of ALL and
discuss the application of Algernon to three
domains: expert systems, qualitative model
building, and logic puzzles.

1 Introduction

Access-Limited Logic (ALL) is a language for knowledge
representation which provides both logical coherence and
computational tractability. ALL embeds the accesslimitations of a network-structured knowledge base in
the logic. Operations on ALL knowledge-bases are guaranteed to terminate in time polynomial in the size of the
locally accessible portion of the knowledge base. Furthermore, ALL is Socratically Complete: for any fact which
is a semantic consequence of the knowledge base, there is
a sequence of preliminary queries and assumptions, after
which a query of the fact will succeed [10, 9]. While these
formal properties are important, they do not necessar-

ily guarantee that ALL can actually be used to represent knowledge. There are two further claims which can
only be shown empirically: (1) that the syntactic restrictions on ALL still allow one to express common-sense
knowledge cleanly and (2) that in practice the preliminary queries and assertions can generally be determined
from domain knowledge.
It has been apparent at least since the work of [24] (and
others such as [15]) that a knowledge representation language sucient to support the building of large knowledge bases must have a clear semantics. Without a clear
semantics one can never be sure exactly what a given
expression represents, which deductions should follow
from it, or how it compares to an expression in a di erent knowledge representation language. Experience with
formally speci ed knowledge representation systems has
revealed a trade-o between the expressive power of such
systems and their computational complexity [18, 19].
Further, to ensure tractable and complete reasoning, one
must restrict the expressiveness of a knowledge representation language almost to the point of unuseability (except within restricted domains [1, 6]). The most common
solution to this problem has been to combine fast, special purpose inference with a rst-order logic theorem
prover [4, 21] or a weaker deduction system [Levesque,
84, Patel-Schneider, 85, Vilain, 85]. The main problem
with such systems is that while they answer some queries
eciently they mysteriously fail on others (or never answer at all).
Our approach to knowledge-representation in ALL is
based on two claims: rst, that there exists a set of inference mechanisms, eciently computable using a network structured representation, which are sucient for
a large class of common-sense reasoning problems, and
second, that these inference mechanisms are Socratically Complete (thus guaranteeing that any logical consequence of a knowledge-base can be inferred after some
series of `leading' questions). Time complexity and Socratic Completeness are formal properties which have
been shown elsewhere [9]. The claim that the representation and inference mechanisms in ALL are sucient
for a large class of common-sense reasoning problems
can necessarily only be proven or disproven empirically.
In this paper we overview results from the application
of the lisp implementation of ALL to three elds: simple expert systems, qualitative model building, and logic
puzzles.

2 Tractable Reasoning and
Experimentation

3.1 Access Paths

Reasoning is hard. If a knowledge representation language is as expressive as rst-order predicate calculus,
then the problem of deciding what an agent could logically deduce from its knowledge is unsolvable [3]. Thus
a knowledge-representation system must either give up
expressive power or completeness1 . If a system is not
capable of complete inference under a given semantics
(e.g., the semantics of predicate calculus) then arguably
this implies that the semantics is not appropriate for the
system (e.g., if according to the semantics j= , but
the system cannot derive from , then the meaning of to the system is clearly not the same as the
meaning given it by the semantics). If, however, a system is incomplete, but is Socratically Complete, then
the semantics accurately re ects the potential reasoning
ability of the system (and the actual reasoning ability of
the system given appropriate queries and assumptions).
There are thus three solutions to the undecidability of
predicate calculus: restrict the expressive power of the
system, replace the model theoretic semantics of predicate calculus (with perhaps a more operational semantics), or give up completeness but guarantee Socratic
Completeness. In all cases experimentation is critical.
If a system has weak expressive power, then one must
demonstrate that there are a signi cant number of interesting problems which can be solved within the limits
of the system. If one uses an operational semantics then
one must demonstrate that it gives users a suciently
clear picture of what deductions the system is able to
make. Finally, with Socratically Complete systems one
must demonstrate empirically that (at least in some domains) the preliminary operations can be derived.
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Our approach in Algernon begins with the well known
mapping between atomic propositions in predicate calculus and slots in frames; the atomic proposition that
the object stands in relation to the object can be
written logically as ( ) or expressed, in frames, by
including in the slot of the frame for [16]:
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3 Introduction to Algernon
Algernon is a frame based knowledge-representation system which supports both forward and backward chaining
rules of inference. This section describes Algernon in sufcient depth that the example below can be understood.
For a more detailed discussion see [9].
The expressive power of Algernon greatly exceeds that
of ALL. Algernon supports full rst order quanti cation
(which we are in the process of adding to ALL), and
a general mechanism for escaping to lisp. Our general
methodology has been to test constructs in Algernon before attempting the more dicult job of formalizing them
(and then modifying the implementation based on what
we learn from the formalization).
1
One could also give up tractability, however, if a
system is intractable then in practice this means that it
does not return on some inputs (or returns only after
some unacceptable period of time), and thus the system
is e ectively incomplete

The main advantage of this frame based representation
is that the (conceptual) objects related to a frame can be
easily accessed by looking in a slot of the frame. We dene an access path, in a network of frames, as a sequence
of frames each directly accessible from (i.e., appearing
in a slot of) its predecessor. A sequence of predicates
de nes an access path i any variable appearing as the
rst argument to a predicate has appeared previously in
the sequence. For example, \John's parent's sister" can
be expressed in Algernon as the path: ((parent John
?x) (sister ?x ?y)) (variables are always denoted in
Algernon by Lisp atoms whose print names begin with
`?'). The Algernon path ((parent John ?x) (sister
?x ?y)) is equivalent to the predicate calculus state(
? )^
(? ? ). In predicate
ment:
calculus this statement is equivalent to:
(? ? ) ^
(
? ). However, the corresponding sequence
of predicates, ((sister ?x ?y) (parent John ?x)), is
not an access path because a query of (sister ?x ?y)
would require a search of the knowledge-base.
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3.2 Rules Are Implications
We represent logical implications as rules. For example,
the logical assertion that
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can be represented by the forward-chaining rule:
((spouse ?x ?y) -> (spouse ?y ?x)).

Intuitively, such a rule says that whenever we learn a
relation (spouse f g) we should immediately conclude
(spouse g f).
Algernon also allows backward-chaining (\if-needed")
rules. For example:
((aunt John ?y) <- (parent John ?x)
(sister ?x ?y))

Intuitively, this rule says that if you need to nd an aunt
of John then you should look for a sister of a parent of
John. Notice that the antecedent of this rule is an access
path. All rules in Algernon must de ne access paths.

3.3 The Syntax of Algernon

The interface to Algernon is through the lisp functions
and a-query. Both functions take two arguments. The rst argument is a comment string and the
second is the path to be asserted or queried. Thus the
simplest type of assertion in Algernon would be something like:

a-assert

(a-assert "The father of Charles is Adam"
'((father Charles Adam)))

Where Charles and Adam are names of frames in the
knowledge-base, and father is a slot in the knowledgebase. This assertion would add the value Adam to the
father slot of the frame with name Charles (and apply any if-added rules for this slot). The corresponding
query:
(a-query "Is Adam the father of Charles ?"
'((father Charles Adam)))

would succeed i Adam is in (or could be proven to be
in) the father slot of Charles. Queries (and assertions)
return all known (or provable) values of variables. Thus
the query:
(a-query "Who are sisters of fathers of Charles ?"
'((father Charles ?x) (sister ?x ?s)))

would nd all sisters of fathers (i.e., aunts) of Charles.
Access paths are queried by querying the rst predicate and then, branching on all sets of variable bindings,
querying the rest of the path.
Algernon slots can hold `non-values' as well as values.
Non-values are used to express negation; they say that
an object does not stand in some relation to some other
object. Non-values are denoted by (not p), where p is
a proposition. Thus an assertion of (not (likes suzan
chocolate)) says that suzan does not like chocolate.2
Algernon also supports several special forms. Short descriptions of the most important special forms are given
below. The full syntax of all special forms is given in [9].
Adds to the basic taxonomic structure in
the knowledge-base. The taxonomic structure of
sets forms the \backbone" of an Algernon knowledge-base. Sets are described by lists whose
elements are (names of) the members of the
sets and whose sublists are subsets of the set.
For example, (:taxonomy (objects (companies
Bank))) de nes the set companies which is a subset
of the set objects and which includes the individual
Bank.
:slot Declares a new slot.
For example: (:slot
sister (people people)) declares the slot sister
2 Technically, it adds chocolate to the non-value facet
of the likes slot of the frame with name suzan.

:taxonomy

to be a relation between two members of the set
.

people

and :srules Add deduction rules to the
knowledge-base. :rules is followed by the name
of the (frame for the) set the rules are to be associated with, and then the rules. :srules is similar
except that it associates rules with a slot instead of
a set. For example:

:rules

(:srules (:slot spouse)
((spouse ?x ?y) ->
(spouse ?y ?x)))

associates the forward-chaining rule with the slot
spouse (the construction (:slot spouse) is needed
to refer to the slot spouse instead of the frame with
name spouse).
Creates a new frame. The form (:create ?x
would create a frame with name name and
bind the variable ?x to it.

:create
name)

Find OR Create. :forc nds a frame satisfying a
description, or creates a new frame and asserts the
description. For example, (:forc ?x (father Tom
?x)) binds ?x to the father of Tom, if the father
of Tom is known, otherwise it creates a new frame,
binds ?x to it, and asserts that it is the father of
Tom.

:forc

Adds an assumption to the knowledge-base.
Algernon includes a simple truth maintenance system to support dependency directed backtracking.

:assume

3.4 The Incompleteness of Algernon
There are three sources of incompleteness in Algernon.3
First, if-added and if-needed rules can be combined in
such a way that logically entailed deductions cannot be
drawn (without preliminary queries). We refer to this
as if-added/if-needed incompleteness. An example of
if-added/if-needed incompleteness is shown in gure 1.
Second, Algernon allows the knowledge-base to be partitioned. Partitions limit rule backchaining | facts in
other partitions are simply retrieved (for details see [8]).
Finally, in the presence of negation, there may be logical consequences of the knowledge-base which cannot be
derived by simple rule application. Such deductions can
be drawn in Algernon by making assumptions and then
reasoning by contradiction. Reasoning by contradiction
is demonstrated in the annotated example.
3
To be more precise, there are three sources of incompleteness in the portion of Algernon formalized by ALL
| see the introduction to section 3.

Consider a knowledge-base containing the rules:
((r1 c ?x) <- (r2 c ?x))
((r1 c ?x) -> (r3 c ?x))

and the fact (r2 c c). Logically this entails (r3 c c),
but this deduction cannot be drawn in Algernon without
rst querying (r1 c c).
Figure 1: An example of if-added/if-needed incompleteness.

4 Applications of Algernon

Algernon has been used by a graduate level expert systems class and several simple expert systems have been
built using it [9]. In general, expert systems are rule
based and do not depend on complex reasoning (e.g.,
proofs by contradiction). Thus the incompleteness of
Algernon was not a problem in these applications. The
access path restrictions also seemed to pose no diculties. Algernon's use by the class did, however, pressure
us to increase the usability of Algernon by working on its
user interface and documentation. We were also forced
to modify Algernon's algorithms in order to make it easier for our users to understand the order in which rules
were applied (this was particularly important in applications which queried their users and needed to do so in
a particular order).
Algernon has also been used to support our work on
qualitative model building [7]. In general, the reasoning
required for model building is `straight line' reasoning
| it involves no proofs by contradiction or reasoning by
cases. Partitional boundaries occasionally had to be adjusted in order to make sure that model building did not
terminate prematurely. Some cases of if-added/if-needed
incompleteness also arose, but these were debugged fairly
easily, and xed by modifying the rules involved. The access path restriction forced the addition of inverses for
some slots, but otherwise was not a problem.
The natural language group at MCC has recently begun using Algernon, and has developed functions which
translate from an abstract knowledge-base interface
based on Ontolingua [14] down to Algernon queries and
assertions [2].
Logic puzzles are an interesting domain for Algernon
for two reasons: rst, they generally require a limited
amount of general knowledge and thus can be studied
without rst having to build a large knowledge-base of
common-sense facts, and second they generally do require complex reasoning and thus test our ability to generate preliminary operations. The annotated example
demonstrates the application of Algernon to a simple
logic puzzle.

5 Annotated Example

Consider the following problem (from [25]):

In a certain bank the positions of cashier, manager, and teller are held by Brown, Jones and
Smith, though not necessarily respectively.
The teller, who was an only child, earns the
least. Smith, who married Brown's sister,
earns more than the manager. What position
does each man ll ?
These facts can be asserted into the Algernon knowledgebase as shown in gure 2. A small amount of commonsense knowledge is also needed to solve this problem
(e.g., anyone with a sister is not an only child), and is asserted into Algernon as shown in the gure. Declarations
for the slots unique to the bank problem are also shown.
Several generally useful slots (e.g., coreferent, less,
least, one-to-one) are de ned in Algernon's `background' knowledge-base (see [9]). Notice that we explicitly create frames for `the cashier', `the manager', and
`the teller'. Solving the problem then becomes a matter
of deriving appropriate coreference links between these
frames and the frames for Brown, Jones, and Smith.
Initially Algernon is unable to derive these coreference
relations. We lead Algernon to the solution by asking a
series of questions which are similar to the questions a
person might ask themselves (we have also implemented
heuristics capable of generating preliminary operations
for this problem | see section 6).
For the queries, we show the output produced by Algernon. The rst line in the output is only a comment.
Next is either a message that the operation failed, or a
list of the variable bindings produced. Variable bindings are shown in the form: ?u
--- frame [name],
where, `frame' is frame itself,
and
`
name' is the value in
the name slot of the frame.4 Finally, Algernon produces
the following performance data:

Insertions: The number of new facts added
to the knowledge-base.
Rule applications: The number of rule applications.
Uni cations: The number of uni cations
performed.
Matches: The number of matches performed.
number of values
Frame insertions: The
added to slots of frames.5
Frame accesses: The number of retrievals of
values from frames.

For the operations which result in contradictions we include some tracing output to show the contradiction and
how it is resolved.
Note that the last query (as well as two others) returns
two sets of variable bindings. This is because the path
4
This is provided to increase readability in cases in
which the frame is something like frame26.
5
This is distinct from the number of insertions since
Algernon uses the frames for various kinds of internal
bookkeeping.

(a-assert "New sets." '((:taxonomy (objects (companies Bank)
(positions cashier manager teller)
(people)))))
(a-assert "New slots."
'((:slot sister (people people)
:comment "(sister a b) = The sister of a is b.")
(:slot only-child (people booleans)
:cardinality 1
:comment "(only-child a true) = a is an only child.")
(:slot holds (people companies positions)
:comment "(holds ?p ?c ?pos) = ?p holds position ?pos in company ?c.")
(:slot position (companies positions people)
:comment "(position ?c ?pos ?p) = In company ?c, ?pos is held by ?p.")))
(a-assert "Sisters and only children."
'((:RULES people
((sister ?p1 ?p2) -> (not (only-child ?p1 true))))))
(a-assert "Holds and position."
'((:SRULES (:slot position)
((position ?c ?pos ?p) -> (holds ?p ?c ?pos)))
(:SRULES (:slot holds)
((holds ?p ?c ?pos) -> (position ?c ?pos ?p)))))
;; One extra rule to enhance Algernon's ability to reason about one-to-one relationships.
(a-assert "Forward chaining rule for cf-member."
'((:RULES sets
((one-to-one-into ?s1 ?s2) (member ?s1 ?x) -> (cf-member ?x ?s2)))))
(a-assert "In a certain bank the positions of cashier, manager, and teller are held by
Brown, Jones and Smith, though not necessarily respectively."
'((:forc ?cp (position Bank cashier ?cp)) ; This finds or creates "the cashier".
(:forc ?mp (position Bank manager ?mp)) ; "The manager."
(:forc ?tp (position Bank teller ?tp))
; "The teller."
(:create ?b Brown) (:create ?s Smith) (:create ?j Jones)
(isa ?b people) (isa ?j people) (isa ?s people)
;;
(:create ?pos posts) (member ?pos ?cp) (member ?pos ?mp) (member ?pos ?tp)
(complete ?pos true)
; ?pos = {"the cashier", "the manager", "the teller"}.
(:create ?emp employees) (member ?emp ?b) (member ?emp ?j) (member ?emp ?s)
(complete ?emp true)
; ?emp = {Brown, Smith, Jones}.
;;
(one-to-one ?pos ?emp)
;;
;; Finally, the implicit assumption that Brown, Jones and Smith are different people:
(:assume (not (coreferent ?b ?j))) (:assume (not (coreferent ?j ?s)))
(:assume (not (coreferent ?s ?b)))))
(a-assert "The teller, who was an only child, earns the least."
'((position Bank teller ?tp) (only-child ?tp true) (least ?tp posts)))
(a-assert "Smith, who married Brown's sister, earns more than the manager."
'((:forc ?sis (sister Brown ?sis))
(spouse Smith ?sis) (position Bank manager ?man) (greater Smith ?man)))

Figure 2: Algernon assertions to set up the Bank problem.

(a-query "What positions do Brown, Smith
'((coreferent Brown ?be) (holds
(coreferent Smith ?se) (holds
(coreferent Jones ?je) (holds
QUERYING:

and
?be
?se
?je

Jones hold ?"
Bank ?post)
Bank ?post)
Bank ?post)))

What positions do Brown, Smith and Jones hold ?

*Query failed.*
Insertions: 3
Frame insertions: 25

Rule applications: 7
Frame accesses: 182

Unifications: 7

Matches: 26.

Figure 3: Query initially fails.

(a-query "If Smith were the manager then could he earn more than the manager ?"
'((position Bank manager ?man) (:assume (coreferent Smith ?man))
(not (greater Smith ?man))))
QUERYING:

If Smith were the manager then could he earn more than the manager ?

** Beginning raa Trace **
Contradiction:
(not (greater smith frame2))
(greater smith frame2)
(not (greater smith frame2)) supported by assumptions: ((coreferent smith frame2))
(greater smith frame2) supported by assumptions: nil
Dropping assumption: (coreferent smith frame2).
Asserting its negation: (not (coreferent smith frame2)).
** End raa Trace **
*Query failed.*
Insertions: 27
Frame insertions: 166

Rule applications: 96
Frame accesses: 1789

Unifications: 35

Matches: 258.

Figure 4: Proof by contradiction that Smith is not the manager.

(a-query "If Smith were the teller then could he earn more than the manager?"
'((position Bank teller ?t) (:assume (coreferent Smith ?t))
(position Bank manager ?man) (not (greater Smith ?man))))
QUERYING:

If Smith were the teller then could he earn more than the manager?

** Beginning raa Trace **
Contradiction:
(not (greater smith frame2))
(greater smith frame2)
(not (greater smith frame2)) supported by assumptions: ((coreferent smith frame3))
(greater smith frame2) supported by assumptions: nil
Dropping assumption: (coreferent smith frame3).
Asserting its negation: (not (coreferent smith frame3)).
** End raa Trace **
*Query failed.*
Insertions: 28
Frame insertions: 164

Rule applications: 90
Frame accesses: 1837

Unifications: 35

Matches: 243.

Figure 5: Proof by contradiction that Smith is not the teller.

(a-query "Hence, Smith holds which job ?" '((coreferent Smith ?se) (holds ?se Bank ?post)))
QUERYING:

Hence, Smith holds which job ?

Result 1:
Bindings:
Result 2:
Bindings:
Created frame:
Insertions: 15
Frame insertions: 50

?post
?se

--- cashier [cashier]
--- frame1 [nil]

?post
?se

--- cashier [cashier]
--- smith [smith]

frame1-selfset
Rule applications: 33
Frame accesses: 536

Unifications: 6

Figure 6: Hence Smith is the cashier.

Matches: 88.

(a-query "If Brown were the teller then would he be an only child ?"
'((position Bank teller ?t) (:assume (coreferent Brown ?t)) (only-child Brown true)))
QUERYING:

If Brown were the teller then would he be an only child ?

** Beginning raa Trace **
Contradiction:
(only-child brown true)
(not (only-child brown true))
(only-child brown true) supported by assumptions: ((coreferent brown frame3))
(not (only-child brown true)) supported by assumptions: nil
Dropping assumption: (coreferent brown frame3).
Asserting its negation: (not (coreferent brown frame3)).
** End raa Trace **
*Query failed.*
Insertions: 19
Frame insertions: 72

Rule applications: 40
Frame accesses: 789

Unifications: 14

Matches: 122.

Figure 7: Proof by contradiction that Brown is not the teller.

(a-query "Hence Brown holds which job ?" '((coreferent Brown ?be) (holds ?be Bank ?post)))
QUERYING:

Hence Brown holds which job ?

Result 1:
Bindings:
Assumption:

Result 2:
Bindings:
Assumption:

Deleted value:
Insertions: 13
Frame insertions: 101

?post
--- manager [manager]
?be
--- frame2 [nil]
((not (coreferent smith brown))
(not (coreferent jones smith))
(not (coreferent brown jones)))
?post
--- manager [manager]
?be
--- brown [brown]
((not (coreferent smith brown))
(not (coreferent jones smith))
(not (coreferent brown jones)))
(not (coreferent jones frame3))
Rule applications: 40
Frame accesses: 1206

Unifications: 17

Figure 8: Hence Brown is the manager.

Matches: 150.

(a-query "Hence Jones holds which job ?" '((coreferent Jones ?je) (holds ?je Bank ?post)))
QUERYING:

Hence Jones holds which job ?

Result 1:
Bindings:
Result 2:
Bindings:
Created frame:

?post
?je

--- teller [teller]
--- frame3 [nil]

?post
?je

--- teller [teller]
--- jones [jones]

jones-selfset

Insertions: 21
Frame insertions: 110

Rule applications: 63
Frame accesses: 1134

Unifications: 14

Matches: 213.

Figure 9: Hence Jones is the teller.
succeeds with ?je bound to either frame3 (the frame for
\the teller") or jones. Since these two frames are now
known to be coreferent, any fact true of either frame is
inherited by the other.
The entire example (assertions and queries) runs in
about four seconds on a Sparc Station One.

6 Conclusion

As discussed above, there are three sources of incompleteness in ALL. In theory, one could eliminate partitional incompleteness and if-added/if-needed incompleteness (by making the entire knowledge-base a single
partition and duplicating all if-added rules as if-needed
rules) without sacri cing tractability (though this would
clearly increase the average-case time-complexity of
ALL).
If we thus ignore partitional incompleteness and ifadded/if-needed incompleteness, we can informally characterize the deeper source of incompleteness in ALL.
ALL is incomplete for problems which require reasoning by cases (or, equivalently, reasoning by contradiction). If one can reason in a `straight line' (by applying
Modus Ponens) from known facts to a conclusion then
ALL should also be able to derive the conclusion immediately. If, however, one must consider several cases and
show that in each case the conclusion follows, then ALL
will generally require preliminary operations.
We are currently investigating the problem of generating
the series of queries and assumptions necessary to draw
non-obvious deductions. The hard part of this problem is generating the assumptions; one can show that
any result deducible using only queries is deduced by a
xed polynomial series of queries. This suggests that
one might want to combine Algernon with assumption

maintenance techniques to eciently search the space of
possible assumptions.
In the domain of logic puzzles, we have implemented
a simple heuristics for generating the assumptions and
queries. If a puzzle contains two sets, 1 and 2, in a
one-to-one relationship, then for each member of 1 and
each member of 2, one can assume a coreference link
between the two members and query the negation of the
facts given in the puzzle. Though this corresponds to
a fairly dumb search for contradictions, the time complexity of the procedure is just the size of 1, times the
size of 2, times the number of facts in the puzzle. This
method is suciently powerful to solve the bank problem presented above, but it is not sucient to solve all
logic puzzles as some puzzles require nested assumptions
(and the complexity of complete reasoning with nested
assumptions is exponential in the depth of the nesting).
However, one can bound the depth of assumption nesting
(thus guaranteeing time complexity polynomial in the
size of the knowledge base but exponential in the depth
bound) and asymptotically approach complete reasoning
[10]. Such an approach might be useful for deriving the
best solution possible within some time bound.
Space limitations prevent a fair review of the large body
of related work. The interested reader is referred to [9].
Algernon has been an important part of our work in
ALL. It has been critical, both in testing new constructs
for knowledge-representation, and in empirically investigating the problem of query and assumption generation.
More recently it has been used to support our work in
qualitative model building. We plan to make it generally
available for research purposes in the near future, and
expect it to be useful for building large common-sense
knowledge-bases.
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